Advt No. SR-I/01/2016
REG NO-805947
Roll no-1221686
Dear sir,
I have applied for the post of diploma trainee electrical. I want to know following information.
1) Separate cut off of each category and both paper (i.e U.R, O.B.C, S.C & S.T.) and my score.
2) How many candidate score more than me (i.e my over all rank in UR & O.B.C category of this exam).
3) How many candidate applied for this post and in which how many candidate appeared in this exam.
4) Provide me my question booklet omm sheet and actual answer sheet.
5) I am in OBC category and I have taken age relaxation if i got marks more than UR cut off then my candidature is considered in UR category or OBC.
6) Minimum qualifying marks is fixed for both paper or raised by board as per marks obtained by candidate.
7) If there is short fall of vacancy will happen then lower ranker will be called or not. If yes then when if not then why.
8) Score of topper candidate.